WIND HELLAS
ACCELERATING COLLECTIONS TO
IMPROVE CASH FLOW
QUICK FACTS
Industry
Telecommunications
Revenue
€1.073 billion (2009)
Employees
1,300
Headquarters
Athens, Greece

Key Challenges
• Increase collections of accounts receivables and speed up payments
• Provide collections managers with more
flexible and powerful dunning tools
• Consider a wider range of parameters in
forming collections strategies
• Employ business rules evaluated at runtime in determining next steps to take in
dunning processes

Why SAP Was Selected
• Flexibility to allow nonsequential dunning
steps as determined by business rules
framework
• Power to consider wide variety of parameters in dunning strategies
• Dunning strategies imbedded in the SAP®
Revenue Management and Contract
Accounting (SAP RM-CA) application
• Tight integration of collections work lists in
the call center with SAP RM-CA
• Financial customer care functionality for
outbound and inbound collections
• Proven experience of SAP Consulting on
past projects

Implementation Best Practices
• Combined best practices supported by
WIND Hellas and SAP
• Closely involved internal IT personnel for
thorough knowledge transfer
• Began with prototype to earn confidence,
convey the new approach, and elicit
requirements from business users
• Smooth collaboration of back office and
call center due to native integration

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Completed implementation on schedule
and within budget
• Equipped IT staff to perform most support
without assistance
• Experienced good application stability with
little attention required
• Delivered ready-to-use collection functionalities in a preconfigured call center
framework

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Changed perception of collections from
necessary evil to profit center
• Implemented remote access via the Web,
enabling external agencies to perform
collections
• Enabled real-time data acquisition and
feedback delivery
• Used reporting to measure collections
performance and assess risk profiles
of customers
• Drove high-risk customers to lower-cost
products
• Automated processes, reducing headcount
• Increased collection agents’ efficiency

Operational Beneﬁts
Key Performance Indicator

Web Site
www.wind.com.gr
SAP® Solutions and Services
More effective dunning with the
SAP® Customer Financial Management
package
Implementation Partner
SAP Consulting

Greek telecommunications giant
WIND Hellas wanted to implement
more effective dunning processes to
improve collections from customers.
WIND found the right basis in the
SAP® Customer Financial Management package, with its ability to
consider many customer parameters
in forming collections strategies and
follow a business rules framework
to execute them. Now WIND is
collecting much more of its accounts
receivable and reducing payment
delays.

SAP Business Transformation Study
Telecommunications

Impact

Collections productivity

+40%

Speed of changing
collections logic

+30%

Frequency of reassessing the
complete subscriber base

Daily instead
of monthly

“Our dunning improvements have had such a profound impact on our cash flow
that Credit & Collections is now viewed as a key contributor to the business – not
the necessary evil it was in the past.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Vassilis Vassilakis, Financial Solutions & Decision Support Systems Director, WIND Hellas

WIND Hellas is an integrated telecommunications company serving Greece.
With a long history of cellular phone
innovation, WIND has become one of
the country’s biggest mobile operators.
Like any company, WIND knows that
speedy collection of accounts receivable is essential to cash flow. When
customers are late with their payments,
collections managers engage them in
methodical communications to get them
to pay up – a process called dunning. To
support dunning, in line with its companywide adoption of SAP® software, WIND
moved several years ago from internal
tools to the SAP Revenue Management
and Contract Accounting (SAP RM-CA)
application.

A Business Rules Framework
for Dunning
The change to SAP RM-CA improved
productivity, reduced costs and errors,
and accelerated dunning procedures.
Though the application served the company well for many years, WIND wanted
even more software help for dunning
and began looking for additional solutions to work with SAP RM-CA. For one
thing, the firm wanted its collections
managers to be able to consider many
more parameters about delinquent
accounts than was possible at the time.
Only two criteria factored in then, days
in arrears and debt amounts. WIND
wanted to be able to form strategies for
individual accounts that also considered
the customer’s loyalty, length of time
under contract, previous payment
behavior, credit risk, promises to pay,
and many other conditions.

Furthermore, WIND wanted to move away
from the fixed, sequential dunning process
that was in place. Instead it wanted
the flexibility to allow business rules to
determine the best next steps for dunning
a specific account in real time based on
the results of previous steps and the
strategy established for that account.
Finally, it wanted Internet support for the
new processes.

Flexibility and Tight Integration
After researching several dunning tools,
WIND decided on yet another application
from SAP, the SAP Customer Financial
Management package. Not only does this
software provide all the flexibility WIND
was looking for and more, but it is very
tightly integrated with SAP RM-CA. As a
result, WIND faced no data migration or
data duplication issues.

has improved productivity up to 40%
compared with the past. Furthermore,
WIND has introduced so much automation that fewer people are needed for
dunning, saving costs. Often WIND can
save even more by outsourcing certain
collection steps to external agencies,
which now have full access to the process via the Web.
WIND is also using the SAP NetWeaver®
Business Warehouse component to
produce reports on dunning results.
These reports help WIND identify customers with poor payment prognoses
so they can be driven to lower-risk products. The reports also deliver insights
that allow the company to better predict
the payment behavior of new customers
by comparing their characteristics with
those of existing customers with known
payment records.

For implementation assistance WIND
All these improvements add up to
summoned SAP Consulting, which had
substantial cash flow improvements
earned an excellent reputation around the for WIND.
company on past projects. SAP Consulting
provided a mix of local consultants who
knew WIND well and experts on SAP
Customer Financial Management from
other countries. They worked closely with
WIND’s own IT people, who developed
such deep knowledge of the product that
they have been able to handle most
support requirements on their own ever
since. The project went very smoothly,
finishing on schedule and within budget.

More Collections Faster
Dunning effectiveness has leaped for
WIND now that SAP Customer Financial
Management is in place. The company
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